Hotspot Detection for Busbars and Cables

PyrOptic Hotspot Detection
PyrOnode
●
●
●
●

A simple mechanical temperature alarm
Patented mechanism, uses thermal expansion to cut a Plastic Fiber Optic (POF)
Monitoring relay detects broken POF and signals a hot joint alarm
Wide range of temperature thresholds to suit standard insulation classes e.g.
○ 75℃, 90℃, 110℃ and many others

Mounting Options
Copper lug for
bolted cable and
busbar terminations

Copper lug for
tunnel and MCB
terminations

Custom attachment
methods possible

Plastic Fiber Optic (POF)
●
●
●
●

Safe and simple installation without special tools
Durable and flexible
Can be easily cut and joined with simple gluing techniques
Suitable for installation in ambient temperatures up to 105℃

Monitoring Relay
The fiber relay monitors continuity of the Plastic Optical Fiber (POF)
If the POF is cut an alarm is sent the plant monitoring and control
system to signal a hot joint has been detected
One fibre relay is required per detection loop:
● Detection loop has a maximum instation length of 100m,
theoretically 10,000 pyronodes can be placed along this length.
● In practise 6 to 30 pyronodes are generally found on a single
detection loop
General Recommendation:
● One loop/relay for each compartment of an electrical assembly.

ALARM/HMI/SCADA SYSTEM
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MCC example
●

Less than 30 minute installation
time per functional unit
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Switchboard Example
= 20 units (one per red
zone)

Main Bus Bar

= 240 units (estimate 12
per zone)
= 60m (estimate 3m per
zone)
PyrOptic ($AUD) Alternative ($AUD)
Connections
Cost per/connection
System cost
Switchboard cost
Relative System Cost

240

240

$27.00

$270.00

$6,480.00

$64,800.00

$220,000.00

$220,000.00

3.00%

30.00%
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PyrOptic Hotspot Detection
PyrOptic supports customers by:
●
●
●

Help with selection of system components, such as
correct PyrOnode alarm temperature
Assist with planning how PyrOptic can be optimally
deployed in your electrical equipment
Demonstrate how PyrOptic is installed through video
workshop

Any information a customer can provide greatly helps such as
photos and drawings of the electrical equipment

PyrOptic Hotspot Detection
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Smart simplistic design optimised for effective hotspot
detection
Uses the properties of inert, phase changing materials for
reliable temperature signaling
Easily attached to bolted busbar and cable connections
Simple fail safe digital interfacing to plant control systems
A practical and scalable low cost solution for managing
hot joints

No exposure of people to live equipment e.g. ARC
FLASH risk
Eliminates the need for other inspection routines
such as thermography
Reduces maintenance cost

Thanks for Listening
Questions?

Question:
What is an advantage of PyrOptic versus routine inspection tasks such as thermal imaging?
Answer:
● Studies have have found the vast majority of termination failures are detected due to functional
failure, not routine inspection tasks.
○ PyrOptic fills the gap of routine inspection methods such as thermal imaging by providing
continuous online monitoring over the lifecycle of the electrical equipment.
● PyrOptic eliminates exposure of people to the hazards of inspecting live electrical equipment
● PyrOptic enables skilled resources to be more efficiently deployed

References:
EPRI Electrical Connectors Application
Guidelines 100347, Final Report, December 2002
“Roughly two-thirds of all low-voltage termination failures noted were detected during
operation and affected functionality of the circuit/connected load. Surveillance testing and
maintenance were the next most common methods of detection, respectively, accounting for
roughly 30% of all low-voltage termination failure reports collectively. Hence, surveillance
testing and maintenance activities may identify only a fraction of incipient low-voltage
system component failures or instances of degradation.”

Question:
Can PyrOptic discriminate if there is a problem inside an MCCB/contactor or if it's
just a terminal hot joint
Answer:
● Abnormal heating inside an MCCB or contactor will transfer to the terminals
of the device and cause an alarm.
○ Devices such as MCCB and contactors by design use the external
conductors to sink heat generated by internal losses away from them.
● In the photo a hot joint in the fixed contact set is shown, the connected
cable required replacement due to insulation damage.
● A PyrOptic loop cannot discriminate which PyrOnode on the loop has
alarmed, or what failure mode has caused the heating.
○ However the customer knows there is a problem that requires further
inspection, from here the root cause can be quickly identified by a
competent person
○ The customer can now target skilled resources when there is a
problem, rather than inspecting hundreds of MCC cells for a problem.
■ Consider only 30% of developing failures are found using
routine inspection techniques

Question:
How do you know PyrOptic has alarmed?
Answer:
● The monitoring relay provides two digital outputs for signaling an alarm,
transistor NPN and PNP type.
● The customer must decide how they want to use the alarm outputs, some
common examples are:
○ Connect to spare digital inputs in the MCC cell - SCADA/HMI alarm
○ Connect to PLC or DCS digital inputs - SCADA/HMI alarm
○ Wire to LED indicator on MCC door - Local alarm

MONITORING RELAY OUTPUTS

Question:
How large is the Monitoring relay?
Answer:

Question:
Does PyrOptic affect the connection integrity
Answer:
● PyrOnode copper tabs are made from C11000 – Electrolytic Tough Pitch
Copper, the same material used in the majority of electrical busbars and
connections.
● Electrical connections tend to use clamping pressures of between
10N/mm2 and 30N/mm2, well below the proof strength of copper.
● Installing a PyrOnode is no different to installing a very thin washer under
the bolt head, it does not affect clamping performance or compromise the
connection integrity.
● The effect on clamping force due to temperature change is negligible
because the change to the overall thickness of the assembly is negligible.

Question:
Can PyrOptic be used on HV applications
Answer:
No.
●

●

HV equipment standards such as IEC 62271-200 require the complete
assembly to be tested, it is our opinion that PyrOptic cannot be installed
without compromising type testing in these situations.
Due to the size of the LV market PyrOptic has decided to focus on this and
recommend other technologies are investigated such as online partial
discharge for applications greater than 1kV.

Question:
Does PyrOptic affect type testing/verification tests of low voltage electrical
equipment
Answer:
If properly installed a PyrOptic system should not affect the verification testing of
an electrical assembly, check the verification tests and standard the electrical
assembly is built to in order to confirm.
●

●

PyrOnodes are attached directly to electrical connections however they do
not form any part of the load carrying circuit, in this way they do not
contribute to the temperature rise of an electrical assembly.
The plastic fibre optic jacket is made from PA12, an insulating material with
comparative tracking index (CTI) of 600 meeting group 1 requirements for
minimum creepage distances.

